Pakistan Economy
CPI surprises consensus estimates … better days ahead?
3-Nov-20
• Headline inflation for Oct’20 surprised analyst consensus on downside by
clocking in at 8.9% versus the average street estimates of 9.2%.
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• The region wise breakdown shows average inflation of 7.3% in Urban areas
while Rural areas, having a higher weight of food basket, reported inflation
of 11.3% in the outgoing month.
• Food inflation continued to remain elevated, clocking in at 2.8%MoM in
Urban and 4.3%MoM in rural areas on the back of double digit inflation in
essentials such as tomato, onion, chicken and eggs.

• However, we may see the inflationary pressures easing somewhat in the
coming months on the back of stronger PKR, various administrative
measures taken by government and the onset of winter season.
• We expect the real interest rate corridor to remain in red as SBP takes
extraordinary measures to contain the effects of COVID-19. However, we
may see a reversal in DR during 1QCY21 depending on the intensity of 2nd
COVID-19 wave.
Inflation surprises estimates on the downside: Headline inflation for the
month of Oct’20 surprised the analyst consensus estimates on the downside,
clocking in at 8.9% versus average estimate of 9.2% as against an increase of
9.0% in Sept’20 and 11.0% in Oct’19. While on month-on-month basis, the
headline inflation increased by 1.7% in Oct’20 as against 1.5% in the previous
month and an increase of 1.8% during SPLY.
Food inflation continues to haunt policy makers: Food inflation continues to
give major headaches to the policy makers, reporting a double digit jump in
prices (on YoY basis) in each of the last 15 months in both urban and rural
markets. With rural index having a higher weightage of food items, rural CPI
continues to outstrip urban CPI. To this end, the essential household items
such as tomato, onion, chicken and eggs each reported monthly inflation of
double digit in the outgoing month in either markets.
Strong PKR and winter may restrict CPI in coming months: Country has
gradually clawed its way out of CA crisis, reporting a surplus four times during
CY20 already. As the external account balance improved, the currency
regained some of the value it lost against USD, appreciating by ~5% FYTD. With
COVID-19 concerns again impinging the demand outlook for major
commodities (WTI down ~10% from Q1 average), the CA balance is expected
to remain robust going forward and may therefore keep PKR strong against
USD. This in confluence with the onset of winter season and administrative
measures that GoP is putting in place to arrest food inflation, we may see some
respite in inflation going forward.
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Investment perspective: We expect the real interest rate corridor to remain in
red as SBP continues with the extraordinary measures taken to contain the
effects of COVID-19. However, notwithstanding a rebound of COVID-19, we
may see DR gradually raised, especially as IMF program is revived once again.
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